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=>EEEH E ESEEEEEB ==£?annexed by French capital- The proceeds of all these undertakings are to flow in- After the economic aff.hat.on of the Ruhr and Bhme.

ignifies to the Reparations exchequer. It is obvious that land to France has been accomplished, then Pom-
General Dégoutté and Comité des Forges. such a combination would Enormously increase the care will condescend to negotiate w.th Stresseman

It is true enough that France, in view of her cost of living for the working masses of Germany, again, 
shaken financial situation, is desperately in need ofj and would at the same time provide very agreeable
German payments on account. And it is equally payments, in the way of commission and expenses
true that the confidence of the French middle class of various descriptions, to the international capital- 
in the state papers and in the franc is chiefly main- its participating in the administration o dhe monop- 
tained bv means of the formula: “The German will olies. But of what assistance would all this be m 
...... ” And when it becomes perfectly clear that, the matter of reparation payments! The proceeds
P ' " the there will be a rough of all these monopolist administrations would natur-i Belgian plan. The sole difference is
the German cannot pay then Item be g conslst of paper marks, or of other German cur. arrangement of the economy of the Ruhr area will
awakening indeed. The fact that 1 oint are s ft - .mnmpnt But what are the En. be for the benefit of the private capitalists partie.-
poUey still meets with the supportof *•£*»£ -ncy v.M a ^ ^ ^ ^ of German „ating, and that the Reparations account will reJ
of the Trench middle class is only explicable X f. mnnpv eelve n0 benefit. However, after Poincare has got
their hope that Poincare’s policy of the mailed fist m money . e possessi " , , Germain” We the Rurh area to this point, he will doubtless find
theRuhr will compel the German to pay. Then t e tie 1 1 > 0 ' difficulty that the international formula enabling him to show the
deficit in the French Budget would vanish, toe rane are therefore ^1J b v the Reparation m perfect harmonv between his robberies and the Re-
would rise in value, and the annuitants need not p,rations paragraphs of the Versailles Treaty. And
fear that the French state will melt into nothing m ro - ’ amounts of German then the German Government will be forced to set
their hands, like the war loans of the German EnG at all t0 the reparation its signature to the whole tl.ing-if the German

proletariat has not already cancelled the account.

other hand, we 
to the Ruhr, and see it

The Reparations Commission here sism.

) It will be seen at once that certain of the funda
mental ideas of the Belgian Reparations plan coin
cide with Poincare’s practical Ruhr policy, 
running of the railways and of the collieries of the 
Ruhr and Rhineland, by groups of mixed French 
and German capitalists, fits excellently into the

that this fe-

The

pire.I) creditors. But in spite of the rentenmark- the sta
bilization of the German currency remains a castle

We can, however, certainly assume that M. Poin- 
himself, as also the mighty ones of the Comité

c—
could teach the politicians of Europe that if one possible consideration of this description, and per- 
country is going to give another real payments, thià haps the whole inquiry into German solvency will be 

onlv be done in the form of goods. Should GerJ renewed. Stick considerations and inquiries require 
many really pav the reparation sums demanded, time, and time is what Poincare is particularly anx,

woe to her creditors' Then the German repar. ous to gain. He is anxious to divert the current of raost lasting impression upon their minds, has been 
*1 ion roods would flood the markets of the world, British energies into the work of the Reparation^ widely recommended by international peace organ- 
and many millions of families in the victorious couns Commission. Mr. Baldwin may rack his brains ak 1Zat,ons and by teachers of young children- as well 
tries would suffer from unemployment, which would- to whether Germany’s total debt should be assessed as by parents, 
show them very effectually what it means if Ger- at 40 or 50 milliard gold marks, as to what pereent-

It is verv characteristic that up age of interest is to be paid on the German Répara-, as toy guns.
Franco-German agreement relating to tions debt, as to who is to have priority when Ger- and school of military songs. The influence of such

many begins to pay, and similar speculations re- songs is as 
specting the cbie&ens. which are not yet hatched, toys.
Meanwhile Poincare takes action in the Ruhr.

The tendency of French Rhine and Ruhr policy songs 
is perfectly clear : The fate of the Rhine and Ruhr1 bursting in air so familiar to all, that many people 

is not to be discussed any further with the Ber- fail to recognize their true character as lessons in
wholesale murder and delight in warfare.

NEW SONGS FOR OLD.care

ii ALICE PARK.
|->y IS ARMING the nursery of military toys 

1 which teach young children their first lessons 
jn War and therefore make tne deepest and] can

There are other nursery influences as dangerous
It is high time to disarm the nursery

many really—pays.
to now every 
deliveries in kind has been shipwrecked on the 
sabotage of French industrialists! How great the 
sensation aroused at the time by the W iesbaden 

between Rathenau and Loucheur, and

deep and as lasting as that of military
t

But theFirst impressions are hard to uproot.
about army and navy forever and bombs

agreement
again by the contract between Stinnes and Luber-! 
sac! But both agreements have proved worthless 
scraps of paper. The French big industrialists, whd 
want to monopolize all the profits to be got out of for avoiding any

areas
lin Government. Poincare finds ever fresh pretexts 

such discussion. At the present
,he restoration of" the devastated areas, have pre- time he formally demands, very eleveriy^that the 

vefited the Germans from making payments in kind, 
extent worthy of mention, to

The earliest song the writer remembers is “Jean
nette and Jeannot,” with its chorus:

Let those who make the quarrels be the onlyconditions obtaining before the Ruhr occupation1 
the devastated shall be restored with regard to the delivery of eoalj

of northern France." This is the best proof But the German collieries only want to supply coal
to France- on the condition that the German govern
ment pays them. And this is beyond the powers of 
German finance. The country is therefore incapable

ones to fight—
Yes. let those who make the quarrels be the only 

ones to fight.
When anyone wishes to arrange a program for 

exercises for schools, it is extremely difficult

to any
provinces 
that
ments, and in point of fact does not want them. The

' TUvEEfJhich France holfc Ulialt Qa^Tny, V of fulfilling its obligations with > egard to the delhD ,0 find appropriate songs in the ordinary books. The 
.! f ° of the reparation claws of the Versailles ery of coal and coke, and M. Poincare need not ne- demand has been for war songs and therefore the 
the form P subjugation ofi votiate with Stressemann. books fit the demand. A new demand for peace
Treaty, is merely the pretext ^ ^ exceedingly simple series of conclusions. And songs will result in their creation and eventually in

what is the further logical conclusion ! France will familiarity with them, 
to independent agreements with the separate

of Ruhr industry, after the manner of the» has been deliberately and systematically cultivated,
peace education may be intelligently and

France cannot obtain German reparation pay-

peace

i

«

the West German colliery and iron
French heavy industry. As admiration for war and for those who fightThose to whom all tins is clear will be able to

HUB! item
harking back to the well-known Belgian plan work-1 will arrange all further details with Stinnes, Kloc , 
ed out last June The English, French, and Italian ner, and Wolff, and the economic affiliation of the 
ao°°mm«L have declared themael,,. .greed th.tt Rhine and Ruhr country to France „11 become an 
the Reparations Commission should base its next actusl fact. The French railway regime m th. 
efforts cm the Belgian plan. The Belgian plan con-1 Rhine and Ruhr areas will be made a permanency 

of'combinations in connection with along the same lines, German industrialists partiel-

come

- Music has always been recognized as stimulating
u to the emotions and so to action. It has been used 

in all countries to allure and to stir soldiers, and 
even to prepare the future generation to be soldiers.

Songs can be used and should be used to teach 
all children a belief in peace, the benefits of peace, 
the human happiness of peace, as well as an enthus- 

for peace and individual pledge to live for
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The Latest Developments of the Ruhr
and Reparations Crisis<s •

By Arthur Rosenburg (Berlin)
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